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Sanya Zahid()
 
I'm a kind of person that is always in a trach to have people in my twilight. My
inspiration is my father with extreme pimates i cant decode.
Its good to be the youngest poet of my country.
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Across The Oceans
 
I stand across the oceans
Where all I can see is me
And the colorless skies are yet not known
For all I’m left to be
I’m sitting all around with my fate
For things are just not known
And all my heart tells me is to wait
Yet the road is not found
The way beyond the seventh sky
Is just too low to see
For up my way is just too high
Where all I can see is me
I’m living under the cover which I made from the golden memories I weaved
The times is around
That’s all I believe
And once again,
I stand across your world
Where all I can see is me
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Again Me
 
When turned up to the sky
And fly for the rivers, 
It feels like harmony
I'll reiterate what just saw
And what happened, waiting again, 
For the sky turning up
Its just me
Again me
Having a notion for you to see
With you all
A new place to be
Happy times will always be on our side
When turned up to the sky
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An Unexpected Betrayal
 
Today, my eyes are filled,
I can’t breathe, my feelings are killed
I don’t shed a tear but my tears shed me
I went ahead but then m y heart froze,
My eyes are held that pound,
Took a step back but then nothing was found
I cried out loud but still there was a silence
I persistent that pain and was carried out in violence
I wish we could clear this now,
I just can’t,
I know I’ll miss, all this
Everything is gone,
My heart is empty, my moral fiber is gone
I’m sure that I’ll regret this later but I can’t let this go on
You’re not a memory, not even a dream
My heart is now as hard as emery
I want to scream
I thought my good weren’t enough
And I believe, I should stop
My core of mind, didn’t let you go
Had its own true sight
But for my eyes it was too bright
It was too far to be found
or too close to see
I couldn’t get that sound or it wasn’t enough good for me…….  It wasn’t enough!
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And I............
 
I do like the world when it reflects me
And I do like it when I shine
And I do try things I don't want to
But I think I'm going to be fine
And I like many things I hate
And I hate many things I like
And I know the things I'm saying are weird
But that's how I go and strike
Now I know the world wants me
And now I need the world
But the things so far are now way too curled!
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Baby Blue
 
Silver moon shines, on the little baby blue
 
Now go to sleep
 
I'll sing for you
 
Stop it mommy
 
I'm tired of this Lola, sing me something new
 
The mommy tried and the baby cried
 
Time passed by and baby blue cried
 
Come on baby blue,
 
Daddy said,
 
It time for bed
 
I have some letters which have to be read
 
Baby blue, laid on his bed
 
Waiting for his mommy's Lola ride but he couldn't find anyone on his side
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Banshee
 
An enchanting beauty it has
Gives a visit to a hundred houses a day
Jagged practice it has
But sorrows those visited families away
Make their hearts feel like
Unfilled forever
Scarcely plays with their hearts
For a forceful day
Trailing their loved ones
Who else can it be?
Than a formidable banshee
It sentient our strength to grow
From days it is
Like gone with this
Fill those hearts with its appalling song
The stride is spaces that fuse their hearts
Lonely evermore
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Believe
 
It’s the time when I had my thoughts so far
And I believed they were straight at the time when I had them curved, 
so unusual that I hid from what I deserved
Those times were rare, 
When my garden grew fleur
A silhouette followed me, 
even under the shadowest tree
But my strength is and was to believe
I left that shadow a far way behind and let the sun burnish on me
Being a shadow in enlightment
Or shall the sun be for those under their mind
Why even try, 
They’ll have it again
The future will show
The real them
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Benidiction
 
My strength over the Zenith, 
Made me believe, 
the hymns of love to be on me, 
the love passed over the times of me, 
The love comes by, from love across, 
A tête-à-tête to shout
A vista to see
hands to catch
and wheels to scuttle
Those are still benidicted for the roads to path
and rivers to sea
Across the path
You'll always find me
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Best Friend....
 
Love is a special bond
A bond with no limits or ends
Increases with time and never declines
My love for you is greater than all
It knows no limits
It knows no end
All the times we’ve spent together
I’ll cherish them forever
Just want you to know
When I see your smile
My world turns bright
Suddenly everything seems fine
I think by now you would know
There won’t be anyone new
That can love like
I love you pal
I’ll meet a thousand people
I’ll make a thousand friends
But out of them all
You’ll always be my only Best Friend
 
Sanya Zahid
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Bewitched
 
Living in this world, is poles apart for me
Something bizarre trying to be the best
But ends up nothing but simple mess
Just don’t know what
A charmed spirit bewitched to do all that
An unknown apprehension all the time
Bearing in mind in mind others in such harmony
Seeking the doers done wrong
But athwart is nothing to find
Still no one can envisage the imminent
To have something loads more than this
Sometime try to be more of the age others are
But something just stops
Life might be ordinary for the people who just know
But for some its came and gone
 
Sanya Zahid
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Black And White World
 
I’m lost in the shades you left behind
I’m in a world that you’ll never find
Ask your fate for its own roads
As your heart needs to ease down its loads
You may come through the kingdom of glow with a beam of light
But my world will always keep me off your sight
Your eyes may search up from the frozen sun
But my search started years back before you begun
My mind here stands, fading the beens and gones
But my soul just keeps your shade lingering on
The scent in the woods will once again be smelled
Just the way my dreams here are held
Our fate is lost and our lives are curled
Out here I dream in my black and white world
 
Sanya Zahid
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Brilliant Brain!
 
Great Wall of China,
Eiffel tower,
Pyramids at Giza,
Statue of liberty,
Gardens of Babylon,
Mausoleum of Halicarnassus,
Colossus of Rhodes
Temple of Artemis
Statue of Zeus
Pharaohs of Alexandria,
Ayne lanes,
All from their brilliant brains
Thing perceptible from the moon
Scarcely four inches walnut
Within our cranium
Made it arise
A gift from the Almighty
Unlimited knowledge and unlimited skills
Prominence of the renaissance remains
All from their brilliant brains
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Broken...
 
The unseen words of the broken dreams
Where all that is left is a single cry
All that time is out unseen
And now I can’t even dare try
The unseen words of a broken hope
And here I’m stuck in the darks
Minutes crawl across the pleasant way
The words vanished leaving no mark
The striking wind, was the only race
And I’m left around, I need some space
The unseen words of the broken memory
Is just not so humble to look back
And the seconds keep fading their way
I need help to find where I lacked
The unheard sound of the broken life
Is just not meant to be there
Still that’s all you need to be alive
And all the life ended up in fear
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Candy Love
 
Friendship is a candy
Very very sweet
Something with whom I can sit with all day long
Hearing tweets
Roaming around in different streets
Someone, which always lead me for something new to meet
New alliance is silver but old is gold
Friendship is a tuneful endowment
Goes along and is ambitious
And if we endeavor it
Quite delicious!
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Chaos
 
Life is dull
And mystryfull
Life is now
Live it now
Stop you wits for tomorrows
Live it today
Future is fate
Out of what we could seek
Tomorrow won’t draw closer
If we stay the unchanged
There are propitious some who live it now
But star-crossed many
Who waits for tomorrow
Things turn better for those inauspicious ones, if they try
But things turn breathtaking for the fluky ones,
If they ask for it
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Crystal Clear
 
You were to rare
And you were crystal clear
You were the one, who made people shatter in to tears
Something in you was something no one had……………..
An immense gigantic deal of the whole lot
This made you atypical from everything else
But when you were here
I didn’t knew you’re going to go
And now you’re gone
I know what you were
I still shed those blooded tears
I see you’re filled
I know it’s there with everything that cares
 
Sanya Zahid
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Dawn
 
Life is dull and colorful
Dark or somnolent or beautiful
A dark with unknown shadows
Grotesque sounds and open meadows
Whatsoever I will linger a little longer
Because I believe
Dawn is there even after the darkest night
Brings dew and dawn arrives
And bees out of their hives
The sun to shine
For the flowers to be sucked
A night can never hide
From the dawn’s ride
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Dreamy Me
 
I dream of a lot
Just don’t know why
Will I redeem them or not
In my bona fide life
Because my core stands for
I live with my imagination
With something very exceptional
A star upon the sky
I something I know
Someone I met yesterday
Or in the vicinity of times
Imagining of something
This wholly doesn’t rhyme
Here on purpose
Something I left behind
With all I can take
My imagination
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Eternity
 
Tending just to try
As I keep me through
You know that its true
What else might start
As a dream, my memories just might have landed far away
As a dream to please and roaring what we can't do tonight
Or someday else
Its a dream I start
Loving it before I knew, what it was
Like that’s true
We believe in that spiraling what we can't be sure
That's true.
 
Sanya Zahid
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Everything!
 
When I was blank and my head was vacant
An unknown something came
And an unknown something started
The time I was void
And my head was bare
And unknown power came
And an unknown power started
Rose a blanket of knowledge over me
A coverlet of skills
Sewed it double before she could depart
Wrapped me in with the aim of that
Wished me luck everlastingly
She was a great big deal of everything
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Farmers Child
 
Living a life,
Which never belonged to me
Living in peace
Which was never meant for me
Living in harmony
Which was never built for me
Living the love
Which I never deserved
Thought my heart was blessed with feelings
And dreaming when I’m awake
First it led me for a hope too high
But it was a sudden when a storm came and went
Splashed away all my hopes
My own tears laughing on me
I wasn’t so wild
But now I can understand that I don’t deserve a life of a farmer’s child
 
Sanya Zahid
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Following My Dreams
 
I’m today,
Following my dreams
I’m today,
Standing up to them
I’m today,
Trying my best
My dreams are rare
Never know, are they just dreams?
They all are now killing me
I cant sleep with this
I cant breath with this
Just hope for a better start
Or my life wont mean anything at all
Its hard to word it
I dream with my best and I know they’ll be back someday
I’m today,
following my dreams
I’m today,
Standing up to them
I’m today being my best
And I'm someday nodding up the way of the words of some era,
I left behind deep down in the oceans of my heart,
And now, I'm following my dreams
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Friend
 
It just has been there as the time I spent was way too rare
And all I’m left up with is how?
How will my minutes go?
How will my sky shine?
How will I ever smile your way?
And now’s the time when I’m in there,
Just being there,
Because you may never come again
And all the time, we were there,
All those moments we shared,
Nothing beyond and that’s what we feared
And I’m staying put, because there isn’t much my side,
And the lonely eyes can’t let the tears hide
Inside my soul, the ocean just can’t control,
Why did it have to go that way?
I heard you coming with your darkles light,
And I stood out there with my loud cry but you denied leaving until my tears go
dry
The world without you doesn’t seem much bright,
And I want you to be there all along
You’re a song which my tongue is never tired to sing
You’re a melody which my ears are never tired to hear
You’re a scenery which my eyes are never tired to see
You’re a friend that I’m never tired to love
 
Sanya Zahid
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Friend...
 
It just has been there as the time I spent was way too rare
and all I’m left up with is how?
How will my minutes go?
How will my sky shine?
How will I ever smile your way?
And now’s the time when I’m in there,
Just being there,
Because you may never come again
And all the time, we were there,
All those moments we shared,
Nothing beyond and that’s what we feared
And I’m staying put, because there isn’t much my side,
And the lonely eyes can’t let the tears hide
Inside my soul, the ocean just can’t control,
Why did it have to go that way?
I heard you coming with your darkless light,
And I stood out there with my loud cry but you denied leaving until my tears go
dry
The world without you doesn’t seem much bright,
And I want you to be there all along
You’re a song which my tongue is never tired to sing
You’re a melody which my ears are never tired to hear
You’re a scenery which my eyes are never tired to see
You’re a friend that I’m never tired to love
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Halloween
 
Once upon a dream
When I saw something made with cream
I swiftly recognized, it was Halloween
All those cakes
Geared up to be baked
And some yummy shakes
Which my mum always makes
Things are good, don’t want to leave
Still I’m going to go for trick O treat for whatever it takes
I went for the vicinity across the lake
And my aunt was about to hand me some candies
Which I was going to take………………..
Oh dear! I was awake
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Heaven's Tree
 
I am a leaf of the heavens tree
Something more than a bud
Every day, every week
A new fellow is there
And accede down the rot leaf
The heavens angel will indubitably come
And broom up all those
The same way will carry on
And no one knows for how much long
The tree will never die out
And the same rot leaves will gain their place on that tree again
 
Sanya Zahid
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Hope
 
Hoping for a hope to high
Building my steps to the ladder of success
Destiny for the end of the hierarchy
Destiny to shine in the sky
To be a source of light for those in dark
To be a cover to itinerant
To be a strength in others hands
To be a support to their backs
To be a path under their steps
To be a brick for their shelters
A hope of peace in their minds
A little something for me
Something for all of us
Hoping to be a hope to others hopes
 
Sanya Zahid
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I Can Try
 
I didn't had it all for sure,
But I want everything to be exceptionally more
I didn't tried my paramount and was more on rests
Let's see
I didn't tried my strengths opposing zenith
It wasn't my way
I didn't see for what was all
And hid from climbing that wall
That leads the way to my hopes
I didn't tried but the wall was full of ropes
And for my ease
I didn't had it all for sure
But I want something exceptionally more
Let’s see
I will have it in next to no time
And the ease will get easier
And I'm trying
I'll burst out my fears
Now I will try
Start a new world, a new time
A new era or the one I left behind
 
Sanya Zahid
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I Live....................
 
	I live with the past in my hands
I live with those days in my mind
I live with the fright in my eyes
I live with the shadows on me
I live with the tears in my heart
I live with those words on my tongue
I live with the voices in my ears
I need a stop or did I had one
I live with my past in my hands
I live with the old ways there were
The time won’t go
It’s not enough kind
I can’t dare go back
And ask from those who were left behind
 
Sanya Zahid
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I Miss You
 
Those days,
 
When the sky flow with stead and we were in our beds
 
Never knew this day would come,
 
When we will be unified in our heads
 
An ogle on our times of yore, never knew ones word will pass
 
Now we intend to be on sides
 
Our pasts were blurring
 
Felt like never had an ally before
 
That cologne bloomed me up
 
I searched you in my dreams
 
But yesterday,
 
You were sitting next to me
 
My life was enthralled those days
 
But every day isn't Sunday
 
I'm going to miss you,
 
In my heart
 
I miss you, I miss you
 
Sanya Zahid
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I Soared
 
I soared to myself
On another path of life
It begun like trend mucking by
I believed in me which made me fly
Love to play
It pays me strength
For all of us to see
The way we turn the world in reality
Or believe it as a prank
We will show you and will chain that to you
For all to see
The world will see
Because now we are happy be, in this way alike
Believe me
 
Sanya Zahid
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I Still Believe
 
Its the time when I had my thoughts so far
And I believed they were straight at the time when I had them curved,
so unusual that I hid from what I deserved
Those times were rare,
When my garden grew fleurs
A shadow followed me,
even under the shadowest tree
But my strength is and was to believe
I left that shadow a far way behind and let the sun shine on me
Being a shadow in enlightment
Or shall the sun be for those under sten
Why even try,
Be on them
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Impossible!
 
The sound of silence
The colour of water
The shape of light
The roars of wind
The silence
of voices
The light in dark
The shine of dust
Winters in Venus
It was a different world
A world of imagination
A fantasy
It was somewhere invincible
A world of peace
A world with a beam of Paradise
A world of harmony
It was impossibly impossible!
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Incomplete
 
When I see others
I feel very incomplete
When I see those freaky looks
I feel very incomplete
Like a bird without wings
Sky without stars
Earth without land
Sea without water
Rain without clouds
Snores without sleep
Stars without shine
I feel very incomplete
But still its fine
My life is on its line
I don’t regret
I’m content the way I am
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It Came
 
The time came,
I knew it's only the start
Waiting days lately
Happy for today just in my heart
The smiles passed through, the wind was kind
Never knew, this time won't last long
And you'll be hard to find
That image still shines in my mind
The things went and I was left behind
My eyes were open
But my mind was blind
Day after day
I waited for you
I knew you won't come back even if I ask so
It fell like it was a long time ago
My heart's unfilled and I have nothing to say
You are gone and I 'm faded away
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Journey To Light
 
Lost somewhere,
In between nowhere
Too far for the moon to shine
Too far for the stars to twinkle and rhyme
On a full moon night,
I’m on my journey to light
Tired of the dark
Where everywhere are howls and barks
I was juvenile to envisage reaching my destiny so fast
For what my heart says,
Slow down and reach there than never to arrive at all
Starving for a shaft of light
A thirst of shine
I know the life will change
My heart believes
From now and gone
On the way traps and hurdles
Sights with dark
Ponds and puddles
It was my mind, way to wrong
Because the light was where my destiny belonged
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Just A Dream
 
You’re a dream
Left in my eyes
A sorrowed dream, still lies
A song left in my throat voiceless
A star in the sky, with its shine, endless
A grief in my heart, in my soul, in my mind, in my thoughts
You were a stem that led that tree along
With your thoughts so clear and never wrong
Why did you left at this rare hour?
Your soul won’t work,
You’re leaves won’t stay
Come back if you could
They still need you rays
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Life To Be
 
So what you see is only half of the life
Half is left, for to see
life's an ordeal
a sport
Life's an vigilant to feel
a preparing life
The way with dual ways
For its you who's day will be mist and assure if we only knew
Alas, don't defy your phew
You have everything what you always wanted and everything you always need
It was a fête where you can obtain your gear to the next world
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Love
 
Sorrows,
Chink our heart
Love,
Starts making it heal
Sorrows on double power,
Just about to break
Love,
Won’t work for it now
Alas,
A heart is kaput
Unable to heal
All love slatted away
And love, is then departed
If your heart is broken
Incapable to heal
Give it to God to mend
And ten no other power in the world
Will ever be able to beak it again
Your heart I then invincible
Forever!
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Love On Heights
 
I left the past to get to the new,
For I never thought
My heart will be left in a few
You came along with the morning dew,
The silhouette of your voice surrounded me as if your love was staying in all
along
Your colors were left for all that was left for me to see day and night
My eyes saw you,
You were lovingly bright
But then the sun faded the shade you kept me in
Your love was left up on heights,
And the others kept telling me that something wasn’t right
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Love You Mummy
 
Here I cry with my closed eyes
And I see her love in the way she tries
Along I look back at the faded memories
But my heart still feels the love without making me see
The time still shines
The way we played and even the ones in which I came to you for making my
brade
You’re the light that brights up my day
Just the way,
You’re my Fay
For my hearts, you stand with no other
I love you forever
My dear mother
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Me, Myself And I
 
Things are here different
 
Kind of not me
 
I'll carry on till the end
 
I won’t mind having a friend
 
People gawk at my hands
 
Always having a pen
 
You'll find me taking annotations
 
But I'll not tell you when
 
I have my soul, hoping around
 
I'll be in my bed before ten!
 
I don't know how I am
 
I don't know what they want
 
I believe I can carry along
 
But this is not where I essentially belong
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Melting Candle
 
My life is a melting candle
When someone light it
I feel alive
And when turns up blown, life turn dull
For if my life depends on a candle
Then all if could do
Is ask my God to please not let this candle off
The memories of love
It will come and stretch my strength to rough
Go forth and see
It has to stay
But more for an all
My heart worth’s to lay
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Mere Memories
 
All I remember was a peaceful land
Nothing but blissful sand
All those trees and bumbling bees
Dairy life and green boundaries
My mere memories
Can’t hold off them
Just staying out with serenity
Only because of them
All this time
They’ve been with me
Giving me happy memories
For what was the past?
Thing were not through
Happy times were stored
To bestow them to someone who’ll need them too
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Moral Fiber
 
Somewhere I live
Very lovingly hearts
Some are different
From all apart
The moral fiber there is
Chasing me along
Is there for the loved ones
And some just entered
Is dissimilar from all
Very atypical
Bewilderment too many
A place in me
This can’t be detached
For all I thought
Will surely come true
By the master of the cosmos
Pretending I don’t have a moral fiber
But there really is
Some have taken their places eternally
Some have just gone astray
And continues to be their until my mud is gone
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My Keen, Kind World
 
A sentiment which isn't at hand now
And act as it’s gone
Just seek a modest closer
And will find in every ones heart
An equal space like every feeling
But is out of use
In some hearts
Keen, kindness
On story is missing
Now days,
The used sentiment there is
Are not really emotions
The people won’t regret
On what they’ve made
Unerringly sort of sins
A smudge on their hearts
But just don’t care
Time will come
Turn along
You’ll know, all the wrong
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My Life
 
The life I seek,
Had been with me since long
How could I never know,
My mind was so wrong
It never made me think that it was with me all along
And said that it’s not where I belong
My heart pretended and sang that unreal song
But now I know,
And I want it my lifelong
I now have the sense of right and wrong
And now I know,
That this is where I belong
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My Strength
 
Fear is a cage where you're locked up 
Faith is straight to freedom
Time to mend
moment to yare
and love will find the least corner in the world
endeavor your strength
Move your pace
For a lovingly space
Be straight
legitimacy is the best way
What you just rhyme
candor pays
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My Time
 
Things are down in their ways
All I know is that it’s my time
I just have a lot to say
But they turn up in those unheard rhymes
That’s where they see beyond the shades of thy voice
And the sun tracks the unseen dark
What do you call yourself more than a virtual toy?
Your life may be one of the prettiest flowers
Or a thorned plant underground
Ask for His mercy and the crisp clouds will shower
Live along with the cheerful sound
Things are down in their way
All I know is that it’s my time
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My Words
 
Every second when the words are headed,
Things just keep going
For all I thought was just to you
But here I deny that you weren’t showing
The mute melody was just a bit exotic than your heard sentences
Still running through my head
I even can’t just tell you to go away
It’s like going through a book unread
But like you’d listen to what I’d say
Down here my words whisper,
To your numb ears and my worthless words
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Once Again
 
It came along, just as it seemed all was there as I wanted it to be,
Once again,
I merged my thoughts all into their own crazy dimensions
And here I stand, lost,
Once again,
The words that crawl in my meaningless intentions
And the light is seen on the brightest day,
Time that delays all my hopes and here I sigh,
Once again,
The wind here blows across the silk grass,
For along it holds on and blows crossways all my dreams,
Once again,
Here my world, the river flows,
And then taking back drowning all of me,
Once again
It came along, just as it seemed all was there as I wanted it to be,
Once again
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Once Upon A Dream
 
All that went, 
and staring that
Once upon a dream
Calling back and saying that my heart was to scream
That I know what a dream means, 
but acted different as once upon a hallucination
That is true, I know what life stands for and will stay forth
But I know to stay and concur to reimburse as something different, 
All that went with all left a canto to be so true
But stays as, 
Once upon a dream
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Our Own Ways
 
Living in my world
Living in my way
Watching all for me but others talking
But I want to listen to myself instead
I want to hear y own heart talking
And be more on myself, just me
In my very own ways
In my own times and my own life
As I mean what I say my word is my edict
This is the way
And my very own way
Living in my own world
And living in my very own way
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Qualm
 
Here I am,
with no doubts that something is left behind
The fortune has passed its half way down
with its colorless shades and restless sounds
Help me today
I cant step forward
I want to see what lies ahead,
I want myself to be heard
I don't want to live with the doubts in my heart that something is left way back
there
The killer is silent
Or the silence itself's a killer
Giving up the streams on the way
To the future of my past
and live again with the past of my future
With reasons to remember my stay in the present
Knowing and telling them the true me
And leaving the glances and opened up my stance which is buried in my heart
The adore and care earned is left in the azure sky
Here I am
In the past of my present,
feeling alone the difference,
Here I am
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Queen Weather's Time
 
When I see the moon shining
It’s like I got what I want for my sight
Little rare
But my eyes can’t lament
It’s like a dreamy movie
And all is set
I entered my craziest dreams
But this was not what it seems
As all just say
Be the star of the world
This is just a golden rhyme
The words were left alone in its queen weather times
I do have others
But I do want more
I don't see how it gets
This is the thing I now cry out for
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Real Me
 
I hide myself from being seen
And I never realize I was being mean
My heart hurtled round and round
My soul didn't spoke
And my mind was nowhere to be found
I reclused myself and always was frown
Seeing them on the sky
But I was always on the ground
They sang the fastidious songs
But I always hated that sound
It's what I was
That was what I wanted to be
I couldn't change
Because that was the real me
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Someone Needs You...
 
There’s someone who need you
Someone who need you
Someone who wants you every second
And when the dawn appears
All I want is you here
For else I don’t care, Come on, come
And the sweetness of your name
Fills my heart when I forget mine,
Like the morning sun, when the mist is melted
For all is that,
There’s someone who need you
Someone you need you,
Someone who wants you every second,
Someone who wants you, someone who wants you, someone who lives for you
every second
I don’t belong there, where you aren’t near and I’ll leave those paths which don’t
lead me to you
Your smile’s a song that I’ve been hearing for long and I’m waiting for you,
Come on, come
There’s someone who need you,
Someone who wants you, someone who lives for you every second,
Someone who wants you,
Someone who wants you, someone who lives for you every second
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Something...........
 
This is where start, 
I’m out there sleeping
There’s something on my mind
Its not what I want
But it’s something I’m not leaving
Its something I like with my intentions changing
Its somewhere I’ve been before
But never ever, felt that way
That I wished for no exit doors
Its something that even haven’t turned in being
Still I think for no ends
The wind can’t just cross out and over
Leaving out too much to mend
I now regret, I omitted out
The urge of the radiant way
I can’t now, even scream out loud
Because even the sun has limited its rays
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Their Blood
 
I saw them swimming in their blood
The rain of toxic from the sky
There was a deluge
Downpour of the dead
The others still pooled in blood
Their eyes are open
Their brains are conscious
I can't hold this adequate
They all are vicious
They believe to be
The most of all
Their thoughts are imprudent
For all they gain
For all we lost
I know they'll end up in pain
That's what we undergo
That's what they get, with no fears	
This is something I can't be repentant
There is someone
I know he's there
He will perhaps not let us bear
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This Way Too
 
You can give up, 
When something goes wrong
Or you can misfortune transforms you in something better
There is nothing in the world that love can't conquer
Maybe your own self
Where love is always there for you when things dispatch
Just knock on love
And ask why so riled
Thought that I was morphing
Around in a mulberry
Without simple roars or untended shore
Because I think this way too
Put your strength this line to try that
The world will be different
Put on the glasses of optimism
To see a world of potentials
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Usual Them
 
I always dreamed of a little star
Calling me
But sometimes it was hard to see
I provoke my sight
And blur just started
But things busted,
other side of what want
I will illustrate them the diversity
In their believes and mine
The old to something new
It would turn estrange for them
Across my heart
The ocean just can't control
embrace to be and to see
And the sky and the sea
Hold whatever comes out in your reach
Now I'm trying
Inside my very soul
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Where Actually Belongs
 
I pretend to show
What something wasn't right
I believed it on and shared my owns
Making myself reminiscent of
A blue or awe-inspiring kind of rocking form
And beneath was nothing to fright
For where my heart actually belongs
It was true
It was my very fate
And I saw that coming upon
My world and me
For where my heart actually belongs
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Where Are You?
 
You used to stop me from leaving
When I sat and cry in your lap. Saying goodbye
I never knew it will be the last sight or that feeling and left here with grieve and
sighs
I closed my eyes and never looked behind
Because I knew if I would you’ll be left here in my mind
Now you’re gone
Pooling us, in our own tears
Still my thoughts scream beneath like you’re here with me
You never were gone and you never left
I know you’re here
Somewhere near
Don’t leave us sighing in our tears
We can’t now even share
As you said
But hearts weep inside
For others care
I know you’re here
Somewhere near
This time I won’t let go
Because this time I know
You’re not staying
It’s up,
You’re gone
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Where?
 
Why things have to be just the way they’re meant to be
Or why can’t I just get along
Why does it seems as if everything except for me is free
This time I’m sure I’m not wrong
The visions keep haunting me
The words keep killing me
The shadow which I live under is just not right
My heart is locked and the lost part is the key
Hardest seconds are when every moment is felt of a single night
The glimpse of the past was what thy heart loved
Where is all that now?
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You Started Off....
 
You started off as if it was just you
And I came along as if you’d be there
I don’t know if I’ll find you the next minute or not
But right now I’m not doing very well
I loved it the way when you were last to go
But then it stopped as if you wanted me to know what it felt like when it was you
Now I really can’t bear it
Even for the next second
I’m waiting
The world is going the way it does
And here I sit, miles away
Never knowing what you’d be doing
But you must have something to say
I closed my eyes hopelessly
But then my heart wakened
And when you brought that hope again
Why’d you have to leave?
I’m waiting
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Your Glimpse
 
I lived on my hopes, my heart can just not see,
That you’re here no more with me
I cried my ways out through,
Searching your glimpse here
How can I tell my eyes that you’re no more there?
I had the notion of never looking in the rear,
Because I know you’ll be left back in my intellect
I’ll search your soul, even if it takes me to the skies
I need you out here in my life
To forget you, the world here taught me a million ways
But your memories are something that my heart refuses to fade
I keep telling my heart that you are gone,
But something keeps telling me that I’m wrong
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